OSSL Game Rescheduling Rules
Excerpt from OSSL Rules
5.10

Scheduling of OSSL Games
g) Game logistics (date, time, field, etc.) are due in to OSSL no later than the dates set forth by the OSSL
Commissioner and can only be rescheduled per Rule 5.10i. The home team is responsible for updating
the game logistics in the OSA online schedule, contacting the appropriate OSSL Referee Assignor (if the
game is less than seven days away), and securing the field at their cost. Should the home team not
schedule the referees in an appropriate manner; the home team may be subject to game forfeiture and
the forfeit fine.

i)

Games can be rescheduled due to inclement weather per Rule 5.12 (see OSA Policy on Weather) and for
instances approved by OSSL, see below. Games may also be rescheduled in cases where two teams,
playing each other in a tournament, have a previously scheduled OSSL game against each other. Teams
must follow Rule 5.10l or 5.10m in these cases and submit the Tournament Form to OSSL for preapproval
before the game can be rescheduled. In instances where games are rescheduled due to weather or
tournament play as noted above, the home team AND organization canceling the fields must notify the
Referee Assignor and OSSL within 24 hours. The home team is responsible for submitting new game
logistics to OSSL and rescheduled games must take place by the end of the season.
If a game is postponed without the opponent’s approval, the game will be treated as a forfeit against the
team requesting the change.
In instances where both teams agree to change a game date finalized in the OSA system, the following
must occur:
1. The team requesting the change must contact the OSSL office for reschedule approval. Requests
made 14 days or less from the originally scheduled game date require a $50 reschedule fee paid
by credit card.
2. The team requesting the change shall provide the new date, time, and location of the rescheduled
game. OSSL will then update the online schedule. Teams are not allowed to update the new
game information in the online schedule.
3. For a game postponed within *three days of the scheduled date, the team requesting the
reschedule must pay referee fees. Fees are only paid to referees assigned to the game at the time
of the request.
*For example, a game scheduled on the 4th would have to be rescheduled no later than the 1st of the
month to avoid paying referees.

4. If the rescheduled game date is less than seven days away, the team requesting the change must
notify the OSSL Referee Assignor of the rescheduled game logistics. The team requesting the
change will be responsible for paying referees that are not canceled properly.
Per the Referee Scheduling Policy, if the rescheduled game date is three to six days from the time
of request, the team requesting the change must pay any applicable referee scheduling fees by
credit card to OSSL.
a. Six days prior to game: $25
b. Five days prior to game: $50
c. Four days prior to game: $75
d. Three days prior to game: $100

